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a b s t r a c t

The density change in solidification can evoke a kind of melt flow and affect the
final crystal patterns. A novel model fitting into the anisotropic lattice Boltzmann
scheme was developed to describe density change induced flows, in which the flow
was straightly depicted by introducing a density gradient raised body force in
the lattice Boltzmann equation. The effects of density ratios on crystal growth
were numerically studied. The results show that the density change induced flows
can significantly affect morphological transitions and there exists a competition
between latent heat release and heat transport with mediation of the density
change caused flows.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Crystal growth of metals and alloys is a fundamental and significant problem in science and engineering.
In crystal growth, various morphologies can be produced from melts by solidification conditions and
materials properties. The flows evoked from liquid melt and anisotropic properties of the solid–liquid
interface plays essential roles in morphological transitions, which will influence and dominate the physical
properties of castings. The problems of convective crystal growth and crystal pattern selection have been
extensively examined experimentally, and numerically using cellular automaton methods [1], phase field (PF)
models [2,3], and front-tracking techniques [4].

Revealing the underlying mechanism between melt flows and morphological transitions have been
attracting many interests in different fields. Numerous original models and challenging insights have been
proposed on such kind of problems in the last decades [5–9]. Recently, some numerical progress has been
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made on crystal growth with melt flows [10–13]. However, the crystal growth with forced and buoyancy-
driven flows can be investigated numerically but the effect of density change induced flows has been neglected
in all these studies.

Therefore, the present work is aiming at the investigation of morphological transitions during crystal
growth with density change induced flows. In the present paper, the anisotropic LB scheme is firstly extended
and then used to study the effect of density change induced flows on pattern selection in crystal growth.
Finally, a brief conclusion closes the paper.

2. Mathematical modeling

2.1. Anisotropic lattice Boltzmann equation for crystal growth

The discrete kinetic scheme [14] is employed to describe crystal growth, from which the anisotropic LB
model can be derived. The anisotropic LB equation for the phase transition can be expressed as [13,15],

a2
s(n)fα(x + eαδt, t+ δt) = fα(x, t) − [1 − a2

s(n)]fα(x + eαδt, t)

− 1
τf (x, t) [fα(x, t) − f eq

α (x, t)]

+ wαQf (x, t) δt
τ0
,

(1)

where fα(x, t) is the distribution function, f eq
α (x, t) is the equilibrium distribution function, eα is the discrete

velocities in space, δt represents the time interval, τf (x, t) is the relaxation time, and Qf (x, t) is the source
caused by external fields at (x, t). The coefficient term an(n) is an anisotropy function, which describes the
anisotropic effect during crystal growth. Here, n represents interface normal vector directing from solid to
liquid, wα represent weight factors, w0 = 4/9, w1−4 = 1/9, w5−8 = 1/36, δt is time interval of each loop, and
τ0 is characteristic time for a certain physical problem.

The equilibrium distribution function can be varied with different LB DnQb (n-dimensional b-velocity)
models [16]. Considering the popularity and numerical accuracy, the D2Q9 model is selected to model the
present 2-dimensional crystal growth, in which the equilibrium distribution function is given by

f eq
α (x, t) = wα

[
ϕ(x, t) + eα · vn

c2
s

+ (eα · vn)2

2c4
s

− |vn|2

2c2
s

]
. (2)

ere, ϕ is the continuous dimensionless order parameter depending on space x and time t, and cs is the
attice sound speed. In the D2Q9 model, the discrete velocities eα are given as

[eα, α = 0, . . . , 8] =
[

0, c, 0,−c, 0, c,−c,−c, c
0, 0, c, 0,−c, c, c,−c,−c

]
, (3)

here c is the lattice sound speed, c ≡ δx/δt, and c =
√

3cs.
The order parameter is computed by summarizing all the distribution functions, i.e. ϕ(x, t) =

∑
α fα(x, t).

he vector vn is computed by vn = −NW 2
0 /τ0 with a known local N and the characteristic length, W0.

ere, N is a vector which is a function of n,

N = |∇ϕ|2as(n)
[
∂as(n)
∂(∂xϕ) ,

∂as(n)
∂(∂yϕ) ,

∂as(n)
∂(∂zϕ)

]T

. (4)

The anisotropy effect of interfacial energy during crystal growth is implicitly embedded into as(n) by

as(n) = 1 − 3εs + 4εs

∑
n4

α. (5)

α=x,y,z

2
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The formula of as(n) should be varied with different crystal systems. The present formula of as(n) is
nly used to model anisotropy effects of cubic crystal systems. Here, n and ϕ are computed by n(x, t) =
∇ϕ(x, t)/|∇ϕ(x, t)|. The relaxation time τf is related with a2

s(n) through

a2
s(n)W 2

0
τ0

=
(
τf (x, t) − 1

2

)
c2

sδt (6)

he Qf (x, t) in the source term of the LB equation is expressed as following

Qf (x, t) = [ϕ− λT̂ (1 − ϕ2)](1 − ϕ2), (7)

here λ and T̂ are the coupling coefficient and the dimensionless temperature, respectively. Here, T̂ (x, t) =
p[T (x, t) −Tm]/Lh with the specific heat cp, the temperature T (x, t), the melting temperature Tm and the
atent heat Lh.

.2. Lattice Boltzmann equation for convective heat transfer

Considering numerical stability and computational efficiency, we adopted the LB model with multiple
elaxation times to simulate flows of liquid phase during crystal growth. The multi-relaxation-time (MRT)
B equation is expressed as [17,18]

gα(x + eαδt, t+ δt) = gα(x, t) − Λαβ

(
gβ − geq

β

)
+ δtFα(x, t), (8)

here gα and geq
β are the distribution function and equilibrium distribution functions for melt flows,

espectively. Λαβ represents the element of the collision array, Λ, and Λ = M−1SM . Here, M is a
ransformation matrix, S is a diagonal matrix, and S = diag(0, se, sε, 0, sq, 0, sq, sν , sν). The term with
αβ represents a relaxation operation in the space of discrete velocities. The detailed transformation matrix
an be found in Ref. [13].

The last term of Eq. (8) accounts for the contribution of body forces on fα-evolution, which is related to
d by [19]

Fα = wα

[
M−1

(
I − 1

2S

)
M

]
αβ

[
eβ · F b

c2
s

+ (uF d + F du) : (eβeβ − c2
sI)

2c4
s

]
, (9)

where I is the identity matrix.
The density difference between the solid and liquid phases is usually ignored when modeling crystal

growth. However, density difference in crystal growth can lead to body forces, and the forces can drive
the liquid phase to flow at the interface. Then, the flow will influence behaviors of phase transitions.
Therefore, the density difference should be taken into consideration in a crystal growth model. In this
work, we introduced an assumption that the density difference raised body F d is a linear function of the
ψd, i.e., F d = −ρ∇ψd. Here, ψd represents the potential, which is defined as ψd = c2

s/(φl + kdφs) with
kd = ρs/ρl. For simplicity, only the density-caused force F d is considered in the force term of MRT LB
equation.

The evolution of temperature field is modeled by a passive scalar equation fitting into the LB framework.
The governing LB equation is expressed as

hα(x + eαδt, t+ δt) = hα(x, t) − 1
τh(x, t) [hα(x, t) − heq

α (x, t)] + wαQT (x, t)δt, (10)

here hα is the distribution function for temperature evolution, and heq
α (x, t) is the equilibrium distribution

unction. Correspondingly, τ is the temperature relaxation time, which controls thermal diffusion during
h

3
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crystal growth. The last term of Eq. (10) accounts for the thermal source caused by phase change, and it
is computed by QT (x, t) = ∂ϕ/2∂t. After summarization of the distribution function hα in all α directions,
ne can obtain the dimensionless macroscopic temperature T̂ via T̂ =

∑
α hα. With the local temperature

ˆ and flow velocity u, the heq
α (x, t) can be obtained by

heq
α (x, t) = wαT̂

[
1 + eα · u

c2
s

+ (eα · u)2

2c4
s

− |u|2

2c2
s

]
(11)

.3. Interfacial condition and relaxation times

For fluid-solid coupling problems, the bounce-back scheme [20,21] is usually used to execute the non-slip
oundary condition at the interface. The bounce-back scheme [20,21] is available when dealing with sharp-

nterface condition. However, it can not be used directly for the present problem with diffusive solid–liquid
nterface. The scheme is thus modified into the following formula

gα(x + eαδt, t+ δt) = gα(x, t) + Ω(gR
α (x, t)) + Ω(gB

α (x + eαδt, t)), (12)

here ∆gR
α accounts for the increment of αth distribution function by collision operation, and Ω(gB

α ) stands
or the increment of gα caused by bounce-back, respectively. The Ω(fB

α ) is calculated by

Ω(gB
α (x + eαδt, t)) = φs(x + eαδt, t) [gᾱ(x + eαδt, t) − gα(x, t)] , (13)

here ᾱ represents the opposite direction of the αth direction, and φs = (ϕ+ 1)/2.
According to Chapman-Enskog expansion, we can derive the relationship between the relaxation time τh

nd the thermal diffusion coefficient DT . τh is thus computed by

α =
(
τh − 1

2

)
c2

sδt. (14)

n the same way, the relaxation rates sν and se in S can be computed with liquid viscosities through the
ollowing formulas

ν =
(

1
sν

− 1
2

)
c2

sδt and ζ =
(

1
se

− 1
2

)
c2

sδt. (15)

here ν and ζ are the kinematic and bulk viscosities, respectively. The other relaxation rates in S are set
s se = 1.19, sε = 1.4, sq = 1.2.

. Numerical simulation

Numerical simulations of crystal growth with various kds are carried out to examine the convective effect
of density induced flows. The capillary length is set as d0 = 0.185W0, the initial temperature T̂ = −0.8,
and the coupling coefficient is set to be λ = a1W0/d0, where a1 = 0.8839. The thermal diffusion coefficient
α = 4.0W 2

0 /τ0 with W0 = 1.0 and τ0 = 1.0. The 2048 × 2048 uniform meshes are chosen for the simulations,
and the circular crystal seed of 8 meshes radius is initially placed in the center of computational domain. The
spacial step and time interval are set as δx = 0.4W0 and δt = 0.008τ0. The periodic boundary conditions
are imposed on the four sides of the flow field and the temperature field. In addition, the melt flow evoked
by the non-uniformed temperature field is neglected, and the solid and liquid densities are both supposed
to be constants in a certain simulation.

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of simulated crystal morphologies and velocity distributions under different
solid–liquid density ratios, kds. Despite different kds, each seed grows into a crystal with side branches with
the four-fold symmetrical feature. Three primary branches in each of the four anisotropic directions can be
4
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Fig. 1. Simulated morphologies and velocity distributions with T̂ = −0.8, αr = 0◦, ε = 0.01, and various solid–liquid density ratios.
Rows (a-e) display the results of kd = 0.83, 0.91, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20, and columns (1–4) show those at t = 160 s, 320 s, 480 s, 640 s,
respectively.

clearly observed. In the present simulation, a small anisotropy strength (ε = 0.01) and a large undercooling
degree (T̂ = 0.8) are imposed. Under this condition, the crystals develop into seaweed pattern, which agrees
with the analytical prediction of Brener et al. [22] To compare the effect of density induced flows, the case
of kd = 1.00 is chosen as the benchmark, as shown in column (c) of Fig. 1. It is obvious that density change
significantly affects magnitude and direction of liquid flows. When kd < 1.00, the crystals expand while
liquid–solid phase change occurs. Subsequently, the expansion flow is evoked. So the melt flows away from
the solid–liquid interface, and the velocity vectors point away from the crystal. When kd > 1.00, the phase
change causes contraction of the crystal. So, the contraction flow appears and the melt flows from the liquid
region to the interface.

Fig. 2 depicts the evolution of tip velocities with ε = 0.01, 0.05 and temperature profiles at kd = 0.83,
ε = 0.01. Fluctuations of tip growth velocities against time can be observed clearly from Fig. 2 (a and
b). It can be attributed to the competition between the released latent heat and thermal transport. At
the beginning stage of solidification, the undercooling of melt is relatively large, and the driven force of
growth is sufficiently high. The tip growth velocity is thus very large. With the latent heat aggregates at
the interface front, advancing of interface is resisted and tip velocities decrease rapidly. As the latent heat
5
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Fig. 2. Evolution of tip growth velocity and temperature profiles in the condition of T̂ = −0.8, αr = 0◦ and different kds: evolution
f foremost tip growing velocity with (a) ε = 0.01, (b) ε = 0.05. Evolution of dimensionless temperature with ε = 0.01, αr = 0◦, (c)
d = 1.20 at different times, and (d) various kd at t = 640 s. The temperature profile plots the dimensionless temperature distribution
round the crystal tips along the symmetrical axis of crystal tips.

nd undercooling melt can be transported by melt flows, the density flows could promote heat transfer
rom interface to boundary regions and subsequently change the growth process. Therefore, the tip growth
elocities increase with the development of flow field.

As shown in Fig. 2(c), the temperature profile demonstrates that the liquid temperature near the interface
s slightly increased with the crystal growth when kd = 1.20. Because the temperature is recorded after the
calculation of latent heat release and the tip growth velocity becomes larger and larger, the profile suggests
the thermal transport dominates the competition and promotes the crystal growth in this stage. In this
stage, the melt flow encourages the crystal to grow up with larger tip velocities. After that, the released
heat is more dominant than the flow effect in the competition. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the increase of kd

leads to higher and higher interface temperatures, which will decrease the drive force of crystal growth. The
crystal tip growth is thus suppressed by increasing the kd. In this stage, the larger kd is, the slower the tips
grow. Both the conditions of ε = 0.01 and 0.05 would result in the same trends, as shown in Fig. 2(a) at t >
350 s and Fig. 2(b) at t > 180 s. Therefore, it can be concluded that the fluctuation of tip velocity reflects
competition between latent heat release and thermal transport.

4. Conclusion

A numerical model fitting into the anisotropic LB scheme was developed to study the density change
evoked flow on morphological transition during crystal growth. Simulations of crystal growth under melt
flows with different density ratios were performed by using the proposed model, which provides us new
6
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insights into density-sensitive crystallization. The density change induced flows can significantly affect the
growth process. The crystals tend to evolve into more complicated patterns in a expansion flow (kd < 1) than
hose in a contraction flow (kd > 1). This work has not only proposed a numerical tool to investigate the
hysical mechanism between crystal growth and density change induced flow, but also presented a solution
o understand the morphological transition and pattern selection during solidification.
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